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BRAND PURPOSE

We want to hear about the strapped-for-cash family who started a business to build a 
better life, about the mother who invented a baby product for her own child, and the 
business coach who still puts faith and her family above monetary success. Give people a 
deeper reason to connect with you.

“ People don’t want to buy what you do, 
they want to buy into why you do it.  ”

1 What is your brand utopia? (What would the world look like if you worked with every 
single person who needed your product/service?)

2 What parts of your past have had the biggest influence on where and who you 
are today?

3 What is your desired end result for each customer or client you work with?
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MAKE ‘EM FEEL SOMETHING

We all make decisions emotionally. As much as we’d like to believe that we are rational 
beings, we decide with our hearts and our “guts” first, and then justify our decisions 
later with logic. Decide how you want to make people feel to tap into your ideal clients’ 
emotional decision-making.

“We now know that emotion, intuition, long-term memories, 
and the unconscious make up 85% of our motivations. 

- Damasio, Professor of Neuroscience USC ”
1 How do you want people to feel when they encounter your brand?

2 Brainstorm (perhaps unrelated to your business) situations  or activities that would make 
people feel those desired emotions that you could draw brand inspiration from. For 
example, if you want to make people feel happy, you could draw inspiration from parties.

Understood Confident Dependable Selfless Successful
Admired Affectionate Interesting Accepting Kind
Attractive Passionate Admired Touched Sympathy
Loved Comforted Inspired Determined Resilient
Joyous Connected Impulsive Artistic Gleeful
Thankful Important Festive Ecstatic Hopeful
Cheerful Generous Confident Enthusiastic Bold
Playful Courageous Energetic Liberated Optimistic
Provocative Present Free Strong Humble
Special Fascinating Intriguing Certain Rebellious
Unique Intuitive Tenacious Peaceful At ease
Comfortable Encouraged Clever Cultured Content
Certain Relaxed Curious Blessed Brave
Challenged Capable Intelligent Sexy Helpful
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BRAND VALUES

In the same way that you were taught values to live by when you were young, your 
brand needs to have a distinct point of view. Your values might be directly related to what 
you do or they might have nothing to do with your product or service. Ben & Jerry’s ice 
cream co-founder Cohen was deeply passionate about world peace. He explains:

“If you can form a relationship with your customers based on shared values, that is the 
strongest possible bond you can form. But they can’t just be milquetoast, namby-pamby 
middle-of-the-road crap. You need to stand for something, so customers who believe the 
same thing can glom onto your brand.”  

Psychologist Shalom Schwartz defines ten universal human values:

 Which of these basic human values does your brand stand for?

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

POWER: Social status and prestige, control or dominance over people and resources 

ACHIEVEMENT: Personal success through demonstrating competence according to 
social standards 

HEDONISM: Pleasure or sensuous gratification

STIMULATION: Excitement, novelty, and challenge in life 

SELF-DIRECTION: Independent thought and action - choosing, creating, exploring 

UNIVERSALISM: Understanding, appreciation, tolerance, and protection for the 
welfare of all people and for nature 

BENEVOLENCE: Preservation and enhancement of the welfare of people with 
whom one is in frequent personal contact 

TRADITION: Respect, commitment, and acceptance of the customs and ideas that 
traditional culture or religion provide 

CONFORMITY: Restraint of actions, inclinations, and impulses likely to upset or 
harm others and violate social expectations or norms 

SECURITY: Safety, harmony, and stability of society, of relationships, and of self
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Accessible Active Adaptable Admirable Adventurous Appreciative Articulate Aspiring

Athletic Balanced Brilliant Calm Capable Caring Challenging Charismatic

Charming Cheerful Clear Clever Colorful Compassionate Confident Conscientious

Considerate Cooperative Courageous Creative Cultured Curious Daring Decisive

Dedicated Deep Dignified Disciplined Discreet Dramatic Dynamic Educated

Efficient Elegant Eloquent Empathetic Energetic Enthusiastic Exciting Fair

Faithful Farsighted Firm Flexible Focused Forgiving Forthright Freethinking

Friendly Fun Generous Gentle Genuine Gracious Hardworking Healthy

Helpful Heroic Honest Honorable Humble Humorous Idealistic Imaginative

Impressive Independent Individualistic Innovative Insightful Intelligent Intuitive Kind

Knowledgeable A leader Liberal Logical Loyal Masculine Mature Moderate

Modest Neat Objective Open Optimistic Observant Organized Original

Passionate Patient Patriotic Peaceful Perceptive Perfectionist Personable Persuasive

Playful Polished Popular Practical Precise Profound Protective Punctual

Purposeful Rational Realistic Reflective Relaxed Reliable Resourceful Respectful

Responsive Romantic Rustic Sage Scholarly Secure Selfless Self-reliant

Sensitive Sentimental Serious Sexy Simple Sociable Sophisticated Spontaneous

Stable Stoic Strong Suave Sweet Sympathetic Tasteful Teacher

Thorough Tolerant Trusting Understanding Vivacious Warm Well-bred Well-read

Wise Witty Youthful Ambitious Amusing Artsy Big-thinking Formal

Casual Chummy Competitive Complex Determined Dreamy Driven Dry

Earthy Emotional Experimental Folksy Frugal Glamorous Hypnotic Intense

Maternal Mellow Modern Mystical Outspoken Private Progressive Proud

Pure Quiet Loud Sarcastic Sensual Skeptical Soft Stylish

Surprising Soft Tough Whimsical Religious Fatherly Motherly Stubborn

BRAND PERSONALITY

Imagine that your brand is a living breathing being. It’s a character in the story of your clients 
lives. How will it act? Is it a mother-figure, best friend, coach, king, comedian, rebel, wise teacher, 
mentor, artist, child, tour guide, or a lover? 

“ ‘I am’ are two of the most powerful words
you can put in front of a sentence. ”

1.

What personality traits would you use to describe it? (Choose top 3)

2. 3.
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LIVE YOUR BRAND

The first step was defining what your brand stands for. 

The second step is to SHOW people what you stand for. A caring brand might send 
their clients flowers unexpectedly. A brand that wants people to feel bold might organize 
a retreat in an exotic country. A brand that values achievement might recognize 
customers who have seen a lot of success. 

How will your brand live out its true message?

Brainstorm some ways you can bring your brand to life.

Your Brand Ways to Show It / Action Steps

Utopia (Ultimate Vision)

Feelings (Emotion)

Values (Beliefs)

Personality (Experience)
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TRANSFORM YOUR BRAND

“Your course is what gave me the 
courage to go ahead and finish the 

process of launching my brand. I had so 
much fun going through the course. The 
content was so accessible. (And if I can 
do it, anyone can!) You are the catalyst 

for my new brand.”  - Vicki Tillman

You rock at being able to crawl inside someone’s 
head and really help them get the true essence of 
their brand out into the world. I have finally been 
able to get crystal clear on who my ideal client 
is, how I can help them and how I define what 
I do. You were so much FUN to work with and 
so easy to talk to. That made me able to really 
“go deep and get real.” -Brandy Lawson

kayeputnam.com/podcast
Listen online, iTunes, & Stitcher
Sign up for the newsletter on the site to get 
notified whenever there’s a new episode.
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GET MORE BRAND INSIGHTS:

Launch your In Demand Brand in 4 weeks with 
the step-by-step course (it’s the exact process I 

use with my $5K+ one-on-one clients!)

CLICK TO LEARN MORE

APPLY TO WORK 1-ON-1


